Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) 
INTRODUCTION
Fiber Bragg gratings have been a subject of many research since they were discovered by Hill et al. [1] in 1978. FBGs are, in short, a piece of optical fiber whose index of refraction periodically varies in the longitudinal direction. As a result we have small reflections of light from areas with different refraction indexes. By controlling the change of refraction index we can create structures with great reflectivity on selected wavelengths -wavelengths whose reflections interfere constructively.
FBG were initially reserved primarily for academic research. Reasons for that are to be found in fabrications techniques. External writing processing [2] changed that and led to wide acceptance of fiber gratings in communications and, later, in sensor applications. Nowdays, there are couple of techniques for writing refraction index changes each with some advantages and disadvantages, but all of them give us ability to control Bragg wavelength -wavelength that has greatest reflection ratio. Reflection, which depends on grating length and modulation of index of refraction, can almost reach 100%.
As they have some quite remarkable characteristics, FBGs have been used in wide array of applications. They are used in fiber lasers, for wavelength stabilisation, as pump reflections, as dispersion compensators, filters, demuliplexers, OADMs and for gain equalization (see eg. [3] , [4] ). These applications are connected primarily to field of communications, but FBGs are also extensively used in wide range of sensing applications. They can be used for measuring many physical quantities such as strain, temperature, pressure, ultrasound, acceleration, and high magnetic fields [5] . Best results are obtained in measuring strain and temperature.
FBG SENSOR
Optical sensors based on FBGs have a number of distinguishing advantages. They can give absolute measurement that is insensitive to power fluctuations of source, they can be multiplexed using techniques developed for communication purposes and cost of producing FBGs can be quite low if quantities are high enough.
Typical sensor (Fig. 1 ) uses optical source with sufficiently broad spectrum, FBG and spectral analyser. All physical quantities that can be measured affect central Bragg wavelength of fiber. Change is easily detectable with optical spectral analyser (OSA), under condition that it offers sufficient resolution. All used components are quite cheap except, of course, the spectral analyser. Its price heavily affects widespread of use of such sensors and that has motivated us to consider an alternative approach. Wavelength shift can be measured on transmission or reflection spectrum of FBG Ideal source for this type of sensor would offer completely linear spectrum in range of interestusually around 4 nm, depending on temperature or strain ranges that we plan to measure.
Typical realization has one large drawbackboth strain and temperature change central Bragg wavelength, so if we want to measure only one physical value other must be compensated. Separating these sensitivities can pose quite a problem and can raise cost of whole system. The simplest method is the one with referent FBG placed in strain-free environment. Referent FBG is then used for temperature measurements and compensation of results obtained by second FBG.
Strain and temperature sensitivities
Before constructing FBG based sensor for measuring strain and temperature, first we have to investigate how FBGs react under these physical quantities. Luckily area has be thoroughly investigated and behaviour of FBGs under these conditions is well known [5] . The wavelength shift, Δλ BS , for an applied longitudinal strain ε is given by
where ρ α is photoelastic coefficient of the fiber given
In equation (2) v stands for Poisson's ratio while ρ 11 and ρ 12 are components of fiber strain-optic tensor. Temperature sensitivity, or in other words, change of Bragg wavelength Δλ BT for a temperature change of ΔT is given by
where ξ stands for fiber thermo-optic coefficient.
Given equations (1 and 3), although exact, aren't really useful for quick calculations. The following equation (4) gives an approximate formula for change of Bragg wavelength in typical fiber. 
The approximate equation gives us one more useful insight -we can expect greater sensitivity by going to longer wavelengths as Δλ is proportional to λ 0 . Equation (4) matches well to measured results [5] . 
Suggested realisation
Behaviour of FBG put under strain or in environment with temperature changes is well known. The only problem that remains is measuring that changes. As we have already pointed out, problem is trivially solved with optical spectral analysers but that raises cost of such a solution. If we are to build a cheap sensor an alternative must be found. We propose a system with two FBGs and two circulators shown on Fig. 2 .
Fig. 2. Optical sensor based on two FBGs
Two FBGs have to be as similar as possible, which is not such a step requirement as fabrication techniques, especially the phase mask one [5] , allow us to make two virtually identical refraction index modulations.
How does the proposed sensor work? If both FBGs are under no strain and under same temperature power meter will give us maximum readings as reflection spectrums of both gratings overlap. Measured characteristics of used FBGs are given in Fig. 3 . In case one grating comes under strain its spectrum will shift toward longer wavelengths and overlapping will decrease, decreasing the power at the power meter. We used two circulators for separating backward propagating light, but almost the same can be accomplished with two couplers. The difference lies in wasted power that takes "wrong" turns at coupler ends. This can be compensated with stronger source, although it can increase cost of the sensor.
The biggest shortcoming lies in limited range. FBGs have quite narrow reflection spectrum, so excessive strain can completely separate spectrums of two gratings after which we don't have scaling of power on power meter vs applied strain, or temperature change.
In contrast to typical realizations with OSA that don't have problems with power fluctuations, this one requires stable power output as wavelength shift is measured by change of power.
Temperature compensation
Use of two almost identical FBGs allows us to easily thermally compensate whole system. We only have to place two grating close enough so that they are under same temperature. Under that circumstances reflection spectrum of second grating will follow spectrum of the first one that is used for strain sensing and only strain will have effect on reading of power meter.
This approach gives best results in rather narrow area as grating that, in this case, is used for amplitude modulation has quite narrow spectrum. Depending on situation this can be enough -we can easily measure temperature changes in order of 50 °C or microstrain of around 500 (which, for typical fiber, translates in force of around 0,5 N). Better precision is obtained with smaller temperature, or strain changes. Greater forces can be measured by using couple of optical fibers put in parallel without significant price increase. Other fibers don't have to have gratings imprinted in them. Range for measuring force can easily be broadened with this approach, but the price we pay is lowered precision.
Another approach to build sensor based on power meter readings is by using optical filters for amplitude modulation of wavelength shift. In this case we have much greater freedom in choosing the desired optical filter spectral characteristic, but we loose the ability to easily thermally compensate sensor. Compensation, in this case, can be done by various, already proposed, techniques for simultaneous strain and temperature measurement [5] .
MEASUREMENTS
Measurements were done following configuration in Fig. 2 . As a source we used EXFO tuneable laser source (IQ-2600) in ASE regime. In this regime we had almost linear output characteristic in area of interest, but reflected power from single FBG was quite low in the range of -40 dBm. Low power dictated need for a very sensitive detector (Anristu MA9621A was used), but by using stronger, or more concentrated sources (we need sources only around 10 nm wide) detection side can be less sensitive and therefore less expensive.
We measured characteristic of sensor output with EXFO OSA unit (IQ-5240) to better illustrate spectral characteristics, but also measured integrated optical power with power meter -which is solution that we propose for a final sensor. As it can be seen in Figs. 4 and 5 , output spectrum isn't as clean as it would be by using a linear filter, but power meter readings show nice correlation between temperature or strain difference applied to two gratings. Obtained results show that we can build extremely sensitive sensor if we concentrate on small measuring range. This is more obvious in Fig. 7 that shows strain sensitivity, as we had limited flexibility in measuring temperature sensitivities and have conducted measurements in range that was over 10 °C higher that the room temperature, or temperature of second FBG. Looking at last figure we can see that power variation is greater than 10 dB for forces of 0,05 N. The reason for high sensitivity is to be found in use of FBG for power modulation. FBG have extremely sharp edges that give us great power variations as central Bragg wavelengths start to diverge. 
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
The goal of the paper was to demonstrate a cost effective sensor for measuring strain and temperature. In contrast to majority of currently used FBG based sensors that use spectral analysers for measuring Bragg wavelength change, we went on different route. As power measurements are easiest types of measurement in field of fiberoptics it was logical that low cost sensor should be using some similar approach. Power modulation with optical filters was already proposed in many books (for instance [5] ), but those solutions had problems with temperature stabilisation. Our approach offers extremely easy temperature stabilisation, but has a limitation regarding measuring range. As this type of sensor should primarily be used for measuring strain, limited range regarding temperature measurements isn't crucial, and measuring greater physical force can be achieved by using many fibers connected in parallel.
One of the pricier components that were used were circulators, but they can be exchanged by couplers further reducing the cost of such a solution. In this case greater input power is required. Coupling powerful, cheap broadband sources with singlemode fiber could prove problematic.
An alternative, which is left for future research, can be found in using multimode fibers and slanted multimode fiber Bragg gratings. Their characteristics have also been thoroughly investigated [6] . The main difference between single and multimode Bragg gratings lies in number of dips in transmission spectra. While single mode gratings with constant period of index of refraction have only one dip, multimode equivalents have many and their number depends on excitation conditions. Slanted multimode gratings offer better consistency, as it is easier to stimulate almost all of propagation modes. Multiple dips limit the maximum measuring range as their possible overlapping brings uncertainties in determining wavelength shift from power change. Using results given in paper [6] , usable measuring range, before dips from different propagating modes begin to overlap, is somewhere around 40 ºC, or microstrain of around 440. One more type of sensor, based on POF ( [7] ) could be realized, but that is also left for further study. This kind of sensor could prove to be extremely sensitive, but with very limited measuring range if it was to be constructed from two FBGs.
